J/40 Headliner and Dorade interior Finish Rings
The “issue” is that a gap develops and water gets between the headliner and the bottom end of
the dorade tube and sits in the headliner board. Over time this causes the headliner board to
lose rigidity and it sags, allowing more water to pool and it gets worse.
Generally the dorades work very well at keeping water out, but there are a couple of cases
where they have trouble. The first is where a significant volume of water comes in – perhaps if
the dorade vent faces forward and gets hit with a good wave. The other case (ours) is when we
haven’t gotten the cover on early enough and we get an early snow. The egress holes for the
water (above deck) may get frozen and the dorade box will fill up. This is then compounded
with snow on top and when it starts to melt water comes in. This STILL wouldn’t be a problem,
because the interior can take some wetting, BUT..
The teak trim rings at the bottom of the dorade are meant to screw into wood that surrounds
the dorade tube under the headliner. These force the headliner up, and the inside of the ring is
routed out to insure that water doesn’t get in the headliner. Unless.... the trim-ring screw
holes are of a small enough diameter that they don’t actually screw into anything but the
headliner – which is mostly the case. The screws just miss by ¼” on all the dorade rings.

There are Dorade covers and plugs for the opening to replace the vents during storage, but the right way
to handle it is to properly fix the root problem of the trim ring installation. Replacing the panels can be
quite expensive, so getting the rings to seal more closely will pay for itself as it was about $800 to
replace the V-berth overhead . The vinyl work is harder than it looks. I had over- sized rings made of
plastic so you can then move the screw holes outbound so they line up properly with the wood
underlayment so that the rings will be compressed close to the dorade opening and prevent water from
getting into the overhead. Water will come through at some point no matter what, so the plastic is no
maintenance. Here is how to do it:

The upper side that mates with the dorade pipe is routed, to catch water and prevent it from getting
into the overhead.

The outside of the ring comes un-routed. You can have the supplying company route them for you or do
it yourself.

Don’t discard the bug screens – you will need those with the new rings

You can mark the previous holes using the original and then move your new holes outbound from those.
The original trim rings didn’t miss by much.

I already paid for the setup scan for the CNC router file, so the semi-finished blanks can be ordered
pretty easily and less expensively from :

Maritime Plastics
910 Bestgate Road
Annapolis, MD 21401
(410)263-4424

Reference: “J40 Dorade Piece” or “ Schreitmueller Piece”. Ask for Jamison. The
price is $65 each for just one. The price goes down DRAMATICALLY for a bulk
order. Get a few of your buddies in on it and the price goes down to $25 or lower
for a bunch of them.
The edge is NOT routed so you can do your own style – they can add the edge for
you for an extra charge if you like. The screw holes are not included – you will
want to pull the overhead and confirm where the wood is attached to the inside
of the ceiling and measure so that you can solve the original problem of water
intrusion.

It also helps to face the dorade vents away from the direction of storm winds, or use your fall
vent covers when the boat is not in use. For winter storage I am now putting in the blank plates
to replace the chrome dorade vents.
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